As a Rectangle you have some gorgeous long, lean attributes!
You most likely have an athletic build thats tall.


We want to create balance and eye line by adding some shape
to your body.

RECTANGLE

HOW TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR ATTRIBUTES:
Focus on creating definition around your waist. Having a detail around
your center will add shape to your lean silhouette and break up your torso.
Balance and add shape by proportionally adding focus to your hips and
chest/shoulders. This can be done by wearing wider necklines and
hemlines or by wearing the lighter, space creating colours from your
palette.
Take advantage of your long limbs. You can easily get away with lower cut
waistlines as you have the length. Still be mindful of the outfit overall
though.

Your Necklines
How can you focus on creating definition and shape around a key attribute? These points are also
important when on online meetings and creating content.


Here we want to add shape and volume to your silhouette. Having a neckline that travels too
narrowly up your neckline will make your lean rectangle shape appear narrower and gangly.


You can also use colours to create balance. Darker colours in your palette will decrease size and
lighter will increase. In creating balance for your body think your shape as a long form the
hourglass. The aim is the bring in the waist and create the curves.
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Outfit and style suggestions

Below we have a few style suggestions that will show off your attributes everytime. Please, when
looking at the below styles focus more on the cuts, fit and drape of the outfits. The colours and
texture will depend on your unique brand and colour attributes (we talk about how to find yours later)
Wrap dresses are an effortless chic style that is
perfect for creating a waistline and adding
shape to your bottom and top. You can create
more shape with more exaggerated frills or
fabric details on the top and bottom. Any from
of sleeves that use the necklines above will work
on you. The asymmetric hemline gives added
volume and adds layers to your lean figure,
breaking up the rectangle.
A wide, statement collar is perfect for
creating empowering width in your
shoulders. Here they have created more
space using a light colour. In styles like this
you can afford to use a bold, eye-catching
belt to further define your waist.

Full length pants will show off your long
legs and any added detail around the
pockets will help break up the rectangle.
(just ensure it doesn't clash with the belt)

This top is a form of extended sabrina
neckline. It gives great shape and power
across your shoulders.

As a rectangle you don't need to wear
high waisted skirts in this style but they
will balance better if they are not too low

The flow and flare in skirts like this (Aline)
will give you shape.

A necklace can be worn over tops like this
to add further definition and difference.
We love an oversized jacket! Layered
currently it can add amazing shape to a
rectangle. Contrasting colours will create a
greater effect like in the e.g.

A jacket like this becomes the creator of your
silhouette. Its best to either go long like here
or finish at the hips or above to create a
waist. Having a visible belt or center feature
will create further shape for you.
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